4 Reasons to Pressure Wash Your
Building’s Exterior
by Paul Horsley, Publisher

For many businesses, image is everything. Yet image-boosting services such as commercial
pressure washing are often overlooked, as many business owners get so caught up in daily
deadlines, meetings and projects that maintaining a clean building exterior is the last thing on
their minds.
Not only can hiring a power washing company help improve your image, but it can provide
many other benefits for your business as well. Here are three things a visit from the local
power washers can do for you:
1. Attract more customers. A clean building – both outside and in – demonstrates that
you take pride in your company. Customers are more likely to trust a business that is well
taken care of than one that appears dirty and neglected. Regular commercial pressure washing
lets customers know that you care about your image and are careful not to tarnish it, which
encourages them to go ahead and purchase your products or services.
2. Improve your building’s longevity. Without the use of power washers, your building
will eventually become covered with dirt, graffiti, grime and mildew – which can ultimately lead
to rot. Regularly bringing in a power washing company will not only help keep your building
healthy, but it will prevent dirt and stains from accumulating over time. The more often your
building receives commercial pressure washing, the easier it will be to remove grime.
3. Reduce pollutants. Urban buildings pick up a lot of pollution from car exhaust and
other environmental factors. Not only do these pollutants make your building appear dirty, but
they create an unhealthy environment. A professional power washing company can use ecofriendly cleaning products to wash away exhaust and other pollutants from your building and
parking lot.
4. Create a positive work environment. Commercial pressure washing ensures that your
employees won’t be greeted each day by an image of dirt and neglect. Plus, clean windows help
contribute to a more pleasant work environment.
Regular pressure washing can benefit your business in surprising ways. Your employees,
customers and visitors will thank you for taking the time to properly care for your building by
keeping the exterior clean.
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